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THE EFFECT OF HURRICANE ANDREW ON
MONROE COUNTY BUSINESSESE NEGATIVE ECONOMIC

EFFECTS MH! ASSISTANCE SOUGHT

Abstract

A survey was conducted to establish the nature of economic
damages sustained by Monroe County businesses as a result of
Hurricane Andrew. A mailout questionnaire was sent to 1000
businesses throughout Monroe County. The sample was stratified by
business type and location within the county. The specific
objectives of the survey were to determine the types of economic
damages sustained, how long the damages persisted, and what types
of assistance programs were demanded following the storm event.

KEYWORDS: Monroe County, Hurricane Andrew, economic damages,
business.
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Executive Summary

A mailout survey was conducted to assess the economic damages
Monroe County businesses suffered as a result of Hurricane Andrew.
The survey was intended to identify the types of negative impacts
experienced, the duration following the hurricane these effects
persisted, the recovery assistance needed following the storm,
recovery assistance programs sought and their usefulness, and lost
sales by market sector. A questionnaire was mailed out to l000
Monroe County businesses. The survey sample was stratified by type
of business and Keys subregion. A total of 292 usable
questionnaires were returned.

The most problematic issues following the storm event were
utilities and communication disruption, reduction in numbers of
customers, and inventory management. The negative effects that
persisted the longest were reductions in numbers of customers,
inventory acquistion, availability of new labor, and overhead
associated with the recovery process. Problems associated with
structural damage, communication and utilities disruption,
security, transportation, and availability of staple supplies were
resolved the quickest.

Approximately 40 percent of the respondents indicated that no
assistance was needed immediately following the hurricane.
However, the remaining respondents indicated that assistance was
needed for debris removal, redevelopment of lost markets, and loans
for lost revenue, capital, and inventory. The majority of
respondents indicated that no storm-related needs continued to
exist at the time of the survey.

Most respondents were aware of the availability of recovery
assistance programs, particularly for the Upper and Middle Keys
subregions. However, almost one-half of the respondents in the
Lower Keys indicated that they were unaware of the assistance
programs had they been needed. Also, most respondents did not seek
assistance from the available programs. Those that did contacted
the Small Business Administration  SBA!, FEMA, and Florida
Department of Labor  FLDOL. Less than 10 respondents contacted any
one of the relief programs in any of the Keys subregions surveyed.
For those respondents who contacted a relief program, most programs
received relatively low ratings in terms of usefulness during the
recovery period. SBA and FLDOL received the highest ratings.

Respondents were asked about sales losses due to the hurricane
relative to three market sectors - residents/local businesses,
tourists, and out-of-county businesses. The tourist market was
effected the most by Huricane Andrew, in terms of lost sales. The
out-of-county market was least effected. The tourist market
experienced the largest percentage reduction in sales. In
addition, the tourist market took longer to recover of the three
sectors analyzed.



EURRICAHR ANDREN AID XONROB COUNTY BUSINESSES
MEGATIVE ECONOMIC BPPECTS AND RBLIBP SOUGHT

Imtroductioa

Hurricane Andrew struck south Florida on 24 August 1992. The

brunt of the physical damage occurred in the southern and central

areas of Dade County as the storm made its way across the tip of

the peninsula. Some physical damage also occurred in the northern

Monroe County region  north of Key Largo!. Beyond physical damage

from high winds, waves, and wind-blown objects, other forms of

"economic" damage was reportedly incurred by local businesses due

to the storm. Utility and communication services were disrupted.

Transportation links were temporarily severed. Sources of labor

were reduced as employees sought long-term protection and relocated

within or from the Monroe County region. Tourists reportedly

avoided the region under the perceptions of wide ranging physical

destruction and lack of recreational facilities throughout the

Keyed' Although these forms of "damage" are hard to quantify in a

monetary sense, their occurrence left an indelible economic

footprint on many local businesses in the Keys.

The purpose of this study was to assess the ggiLatjve economic

effects of Hurricane Andrew on individual businesses in Monroe

County, Florida. A survey of Monroe County businesses was

conducted to determine what kind of economic damages occurred, how

pervasive these negative effects were during the period following

the storm, how long the effects remained, and what volume of lost

sales resulted. In addition, the types of assistance programs



sought, and the degree to which these assistance programs were

deemed useful, was also of interest.

The study was funded by the Florida Department of Economic

Assistance as a part of a parent project administered by the Monroe

County Cooperative Extension program. The goal of the parent

project is to develop a County-wide recovery strategy in the event

of a future storm such as Hurricane Andrew. Other studies focused

on issues such as evacuation plans, inventories of natural resource

damage, dislocated worker assessments, and tourism market losses.

In total, these studies would provide information and directives

necessary for the development of an effective storm recovery plan

for residences and businesses in Monroe County.

As stressed earlier, this study focused on the ~e ative

economic effects as a result of the storm. Some "near miss" areas

may actually have experienced inadvertent financial benefits from

the hurricane, as relief workers took advantage of available

housing and provided a surge of business activity during the

cleanup stage following Hurricane Andrew. However, these positive

aspects of the aftermath were not addressed. Only those factors

from which businesses must ~~i~v were of interest to the study.

Other studies examined the effects on businesses resulting

from Hurricane Andrew. These studies, however, were confined to

assessing business impacts in the Dade County region, which was in

fact hardest hit by the storm  Hull and Hodges, 1993; Southern

California Edison Company, 1993; Homestead/Florida City Chamber of

Commerce, 1993; Behavioral Science Research, 1993!. No study has



comprehensively examined the negative impacts of Hurricane Andrew

on Monroe County businesses. Thus, this study represents the only

source of information concerning these storm-induced effects for

businesses in the Keys region of Florida.

Objectives of Study

The overall objective of the study was to determine the nature

and extent of economic damages experienced by Monroe County

businesses as a result of Hurricane Andrew. This was to be

achieved by soliciting information from a representative sample of

Monroe County businesses via a mailout questionnaire concerning:

 a! the type of negative effects experienced,

 b! the duration following the storm event these effects

persisted,

 c! the recovery assistance needed immediately following the

storm event,

 d! recovery assistance programs sought and thier usefulness,

 e! lost sales by market segment resulting from the storm,

and

 f! descriptive information regarding business type, size,

and location within the Keys region.

Survey Design and Methodology

The following section discusses the survey design chosen and

the methodology employed to assess the negative impacts on Monroe

County businesses as a result of Hurricane Andrew.



u v Method

A mailout survey was chosen as the most appropriate method to

collect the information of interest. A large sample size was

necessary to allow for any degree of representativeness. Such a

large sample collected by telephone or personal interviews would

have required a much larger budget to allow for professional

telephone interviews or extended travel. Given the relatively low

budget for the study, a brief mailout questionnaire was considered

to be more appropriate.

De ineation e ions i on oe Count

Mun Key West north to LittleLower Keys:

Grassy Key

st ' -Districts 100A, lOOB, 100C, 100H,

The overall objective of the study was to determine the

economic effects of Hurricane Andrew on businesses within various

subregions of Monroe County, as well as the county as a whole.

This required Monroe County be delineated into subregions

meaningful to business owners, management agencies, and other

interested entities in the county. Currently, Monroe County can be

delineated into three "unofficial" subregions: Upper Keys, Middle

Keys, and Lower Keys. This subdivision has traditionally been

based on the salient geographic features of the region. However,

the three subregions have also each taken on an economic identity

which provides for a reasonable delineation.

Conversations with local county officials allowed for the

following subregion definitions:



10KW

Middle Keys: a � Moser Channel north to Long

Key

s - 500M �!, 500D �!, 500L �a!,

50KC, 50LA

Craig Key north toUpper Keys:

Monroe/Dade County boundary

Business Po u

A comprehensive list of commercial businesses in Monroe County

from which to draw a sample proved to be somewhat problematic.

a in st icts � 500I �b!, SOOP, SOOV �!, SOGV

 VENTSHR!, 500K, 500W �!, 500R �!, 500S, 5000/

50GC, 500W, 500F

"Taxing Districts" refers to the Monroe County Florida Taxing

District designations currently recognized by Monroe County which

encompass the corresponding geographic region. The Zip Code ranges

were obtained from the U.S. Postal Service and represent the Zip

Codes which apply as nearly as possible to the corresponding

municipalities found within the respective geographic designations.

The latter definition of subregions by Zip Code was the most useful

in terms of associating survey responses with a given subregion.

Figure 1 provides a graphical representation of the three

subregions of Monroe County utilized for this study.
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Several possible sources of such a list were contacted.

The Florida Department of Revenue  Division of Information

Systems and Services, Bureau of Registrations and Records,

Permanent Files Section! was consulted as a possible source of a

comprehensive listing of business entities in Monroe County.

Individual businesses are contained within a database which lists

all registered. commercial entities statewide by Federal

Identification Number and State Sales Tax Number. However, a cross

listing by county had apparently never been requested and it was

suggested that such a listing would not have been feasible in the

near futuze. The Florida Department of Commerce  FDOC! and the

Florida Chamber of Commerce  per FDOC recommendation! were

contacted. The Chamber of Commerce does maintain a list of

businesses  Directory of Florida Industries! for each county by

Standard Industrial Classification Code, but the list is not

comprehensive nor current. For example, the list only contains

9,000 entries statewide, which is less than the total number of

individual businesses in Monroe County alone. The rapid entry and

exit of small businesses at the county level is difficult to

capture and not reflected in the statewide database.

Several sources of a list of Monroe County businesses were

consulted at the county level. Local Chambers of Commerce and

Property Appraisers offices were contacted. In turn, these

consultations lead to two major business listings found at the

County Courthouse in Key West: the Occupational License File and

the Personal Property File.



e ccu ation 'cense i e � This file is a card catalogue

containing approximately 13,000 records, each representing a

separate license filed with Monroe County. Each record contains

the business name and address, account number, descriptive code,

and type of business, as well other information. One disadvantage

of utilizing this file as the population from which to draw a

sample is that a single firm may possess more than one license

 i.e., a motel/restaurant/bar! and duplicative listings may exist.

Another disadvantage is that the file is not computer databased,

complicating any efforts to draw a random sample. The file also

does not contain certain types of businesses, such as insurance

agents, banks, and commercial fishermen.

e � This computer databased file containse sonal Pr

approximately 11,000 records. Each record contains the business

name and address, type of business  property tax code!, taxable

value of property, and other information. Advantages of using this

file include �! the file contains few, if any, double listing

since each firm must designate a single applicable property tax

code for the business, �! the file is computer databased and

regularly updated, and �! any commercial business in Monroe County

with taxable property will be in the file. One disadvantage is

that very small businesses with no taxable property will not be in

the file  i.e. many commercial fishermen!. This file also contains

literal]y thousands of individual housing rental properties  single

family dwellings, duplexes, apartments, etc.!, many of which have

a common owner. The difficulties inherent in selecting a random,



representative sample of these properties precluded including these

properties in the total population. Therefore, the effective

adjusted total population of businesses in the PPF after removing

rental properties was approximately 6300.

Given the above characteristics of each file, the Personal

Property File  PPF! was deemed to be most representative of the

total population of businesses in Monroe County � with the

exception of commercial fishermen. Only about 50 commercial

fishermen appeared in the PPF listing. Official records of the

Florida Department of Environmental Protection  FDZP! indicate

almost 3000 commercial fishermen exist in Monroe County. To obtain

a sample of commercial fishermen in the County, a listing of

Saltwater Product License  SPL! holders in Monroe County was

obtained from the FDEP, Florida Marine Research Xnstitute,

Fisheries Statistics Section. Even though this file likely

contains a number of inactive SPLs, this was the most

representative listing of the population of commercial fishermen

available for the county. This file contains approximately 2700

records.

am le St uc

A sample of l000 businesses was drawn from the two business

populations discussed above: Monroe County Personal Property File

and the Saltwater Products License listing. Of this sample of 1000

businesses, 750 were randomly selected from the PPF listing and 250

were randomly selected from the SPL listing. This distribution

approximately mirrors the relative percentage each list accounts



for in the adjusted total population of businesses for the county

 approximately 9000; PPF � 6300, SPLs � 2700!. The two subsamples

vere drawn from each population list by using a random number

coding technique.

Each subsample vas stratified by region. This was an attempt

to account for the regional differences in numbers of businesses,

as well as any regional differences in the economic effects

associated with the storm event. Table 1 provides the regional

stratification utilized for both subsamples.

In addition, the subsample taken from the PPF listing was

further stratified by type of business. This was imposed to

account for changes in the distribution of business types across

regions. Table 2 provides the stratification by business type

utilized for the PPF subsample.

uestionna' e v nt

A mailout questionnaire was utilized to solicit the

information necessary to address the objectives of the study. The

primary information to be collected with the questionnaire was;

�! the types of negative impacts experienced by the business as

10



a result of the storm event,

�! the length of time these negative impacts persisted after the

storm event,

�! the types of recovery assistance needed immediately following

the storm event,

�! the assistance programs the business owners availed themselves

to, and the perceived usefulness of these programs,

�! the lost sales by market sector resulting from the storm event,

and the length of time required for these markets to recover, and

�! descriptive information regarding the type of business, firm

size, and location within the county.

A flow chaxt representing the logical sequence of general

questions found in the questionnaire is found in Figure 2. Note

the possibility exists  due to an unavoidable lag in updating! for

some firms to be on the current PPF or SPL list, but were either no

longer in business when Hurricane Andrew made landfall or initiated



Figure 2. Monroe County Business Questionnaire Flow Chart



business operations immediately after the storm. For these firms,

the questionnaire only solicits descriptive information.

The questionnaire was pretested by interviewing 10 firms in

the Middle and Upper Keys regions during 6-7 January 94. These

firms represented a diverse range of business types, including

furniture sales, recreational diving, charter fishing, commercial

fishing, seafood production, lodging, real estate sales, and

lumber/hardware retailing. The questionnaire was also reviewed by

representatives of the Monroe County Cooperative Extension Service

staff and representatives of the League of Women Voters. The

comments generated during the pretest/review process resulted in a

much improved final version of the questionnaire  Appendix B.l!.

The survey instrument was mailed out in two waves utilizing a

modified version of the widely recognized Dil!man survey process.

The first wave was mailed out 9 February 94. The materials

included in the envelope included a copy of the questionnaire, a

cover letter explaining the purpose of the survey  Appendix B.2!,

and a business reply envelope. The second wave was mailed out 2

The materials included a second copy of theMarch 94.

13

questionnaire, a reminder cover letter reiterating the importance

of the survey and the requested response  Appendix B.3!, and a

business reply envelope. Given that the name of the firm was not

requested on the survey form for confidentiality purposes, it was

not possible to purge the list utilized for the second mailing of

first wave respondents. Therefore, the second wave was mailed to

all 1000 businesses.



ata

The data generated by the responses were entered into a LOTUS

 version 2.01! data set. This data set. was then converted into a

SAS  version 6.02! data set. The data were then analyzed utilizing

a series of SAS procedures. However, simple frequency analyses

were the most useful in assessing the nature of the questionnaire

responses.

Description of Survey Sample

Of the 1000 questionnaires sent out in each of two waves, 318

questionnaires were returned. Of those returned, 26 were unusable

due to being incomplete. This left a total of 292 usable

questionnaires, for an effective response rate of approximately 30

percent. There were a number of undeliverable questionnaires, due

to expired or erroneous addresses contained in the PPF and SPL

files. The exact number of undeliverable addresses reconciled

against each mailing list was not computed. This information would

be available from the author upon request. Ro attempt vas made to

account for nonresponse bias.

etu s b Subre

The return rates were fairly consistent across subregions in

the County  Table 3!. The Lower Keys region generated the lovest

effective return rate of 26 percent. The highest return rate vas

produced by the Upper Keys region, which was expected given the

closer proximity to vhere the storm made landfall and the greater

14



likelihood of actual and perceived damage as a result of the storm.

As a result, business owners located in the upper Keys may have a

greater interest in the development of a storm event recovery plan.

escri tion ve Re sonde ts

The majority of firms responding to the survey indicated that

the business was located in Monroe County prior to and during the

storm event. In addition, most firms indicated that the hurricane

did have a negative impact on the business. Of all respondents,

approximately 90 percent indicated that the business was located in

Monroe County prior to and during the storm  Table 4!. The

remaining 10 percent either started business after the storm, or

had ceased business prior to the storm and had not yet been purged

from the PPF list. This distribution was relatively constant

across regions.

15



Also, most firms indicated that Hurricane Andrew resulted in

a negative impact on their business. Across the entire county, 68

percent of the survey respondents indicated that their business

experienced negative impacts due to the storm. For the Upper and

Middle Keys subregions, three-fourths of the respondents indicated

negative impacts due to the storm. However, only 62 percent of the

respondents from the Lower Keys subregion indicated their business

experienced any negative impacts due to the Hurricane Andrew.

The survey encountered a range of business types. Although a

diverse complement �4 choices! of business types were provided,

most of the respondents indicated their businesses were involved in

personal/business services, retail trade, or other unspecified

activities  Table 5!. These three accounted for over 40 percent of

the total number of responding businesses. Of the remaining 21

business types, commercial fishing represented 15 percent of the

total number of respondents, with eating/drinking establishments,

16



leasing/rental, wholesale trade, construction, guide/charter

service, and landscaping representing about equal shares. Table 5

also provides the distribution of business type by subregion. Note

that the upper Keys region accounted for the smallest portion of

the commercial fishermen. Responses to "other" are given in

Appendix C.l.

The characteristics of the sample respondents in terms of

business size  i.e. number of employees and annual gross sales! is

also provided in Table 5. Note that the majority of businesses

responding to the survey had less than five employees and had gross

annual earnings of less than $100,000. The distribution of

business sizes was approximately constant across subregions.

Findings of the Survey Questionnaire:
Business Impacts, Lost Sales, and Assistance Needed

This section describes the primary findings of the survey

questionnaire regarding the various impacts experienced by

businesses in Monroe County as a result of Hurricane Andrew. The

following discussion will focus on the nature of the negative

business impacts experienced, their duration, assistance needed,

assistance sought, usefulness of available assistance, monetary

losses by market sector, and recovery period for these market

sectors impacted by the storm event. Salient differences by

subregion will also be highlighted. The actual frequency

distributions of responses are presented in Appendix D. For

questions where applicable, responses to "other" are given in

Appendix C.

17



Table 5. Description of Survey Respondenna Business Type and Size By Subregion

TotalMiddle

 no.!  no-!  no.! ao.!A. Type of Business

B. Annual full and part-time cmploymnent

C. Annual gross sales

12
15
14

40
21

38
19

under $50,000
$50,000 - $99,000

19
9 7

17 50
19

$100,000 - $299,999
$300,000 - $499,999

12
2

21
13

$500,000 - $999,999
$1,000,000 - $4,999,999

$5,000,000 - $9,999,999
over $10,000,000

' Total may not add up to sum of subr»gion values duc to scxne respondents providing Zip Codes which werc outside of Monroe
County.

18

Amus»meat/Recreation
Eating/Drinking Est,
Government Related
Health Servic»

Lcasbtg/Rental
Motel/Hotel
Private Assoc. /Club
Transportation

Contmerelat Plshing
Dock, Basin, Marina
Grocery
Insurance/Real Estate

Legal Service
Noa-medical Profess.
Repair
Wholesale Trade

Construction
Education
Guide/Charter Service
Landscaping

Manufacturing
Personal/Bus. Services
Retail Trade
Other  sce Appendix C.1!

1- 5 persons
6- 15
16-50

51 - 100
101 - 200
over 200

0
13
18
24

0 1
0

0 1
9
15

46

7 0

21

0 0 0

1
14
24
26

3
10
1
4

10

4 0 0
43
0

1

1

5 6
13

11

3 8
15

1

53
68

211
48
10

10
18
23

75
17
4



acts Ex

Respondents were asked to rate the degree to which a number of

likely issues were problematic following the storm event. The

rating was accomplished using a Likert scale which ranged from

For each of those impacts identified, respondents were further

asked to indicate what length of time the negative impact

persisted. Again, a Likert scale was utilized to solicit the

information. The scale ranged from "1" to "5", where "1"

represented a duration of one ont r s, "4" represented a

o ths, and "5" indicated that the impactduration of even

s i ersist d at the time of the survey. The mean Likert scores

19

These scores were averaged across all respondents

for each subregion and for the county. Note that the relative

magnitude of the mean scores are very similar across all

subregions. For example, the most problematic issues following the

storm include utilities disruption, communication disruption,

reduction in numbers of customers, and inability to acquire and

maintain inventories  Table 6!. With few exceptions, the mean

scores were typically higher for the Upper Keys subregion. As

would be expected, utility disruption was less of a problem in the

Lower Keys region, while lack of security, structural damage, and

communication disruptions were a greater problem in the Upper Keys.

Enterestingly, customer loss and transportation problems were more

pronounced in the Lower Keys.

uration of Ne 'v m acts



Table 6: Negative impacts Businesses Experienced, by Subregion

No
Frobkm

Iiksst Score > 1

Major
Problem

5

freddie~Nc t~ive otal

ID
1.6
2.4
4,0

1.3
1,7
2,9
4.0

Structural damage
Inventory damage/Les
Inventory acquisition
Utilitics disruption

1.1
1.4
25
2,9

13
1.6
2.6
3.6

33
2.0
1,9
35

Cotnmunication disruption
Employee resignations
Overhead
Reduction m customers

3.8
1.9
1.8
3.1

3.3
1A
1.4
3.7

35
1,7
1.7
3,4

1.9
1.8
2.2
1,9

1.4
1.9
1.8
1,3

Inability to hire new labor
Transportation links cut
Staple supplies unavailable
Lack of security

1.9
1.8
2.1
1.6

1.7
1.9
2.0
1.6

Other 2,7 2.42,1

' The mean score represents the average score on a scale of '1' to '5', with '1' being no problem and '5' being a Major problem,
" For a hating of "other' problems, see Appendix L2,

20

are given for each impact, by region and county in Table 7.

Those problematic issues with the longest durations included

reduction in numbers of customers, inventory acquisition, hiring

new labor, and overhead associated with recovery. The duration of

the negative impacts experienced due to Hurricane Andrew was

typically greater in the Upper Keys. A notable exception would be

loss of customers, which persisted an almost equal length of time

after the storm event across subregions. Problems associated with

inventory acquisition persisted longer for the Middle Keys than for

the other subregions. The quickest recoveries were associated with

problems such as structural damage, communication and utilities

disruption, security, transportation, and availability of supplies.



Table 7: Persistence of Problenuitic Issues Following Hurricane Andrew, by Subregion

ant oII the Hurricane
1 or X4 4C 7-12 Still
less Persists

Kkhsrt Score > 1 3 4

Mean Likert Score

gjiilgllel~~e

13
14
1,6
15

1.1
15
1.9
1.3

1.0
12
15
1.1

1.2
1.4
1.6
1,2

Structural damage
Inventory damage/loss
Inventory acquisition
Utilities disruption

1.2
1.4
15
25

1.1
1.1
1,2
2.4

Communication disruption
Employee resignations
Overhead
Iteduction in customers

1.1
1.4
15
2.4

1,1
1,7
1.7
2,4

Inability to hire new labor
Transportation links hindered
Staple supplies unavailable
Lack of security

1.8
1,1
1.2
1.2

1.6
1.2
1.2
1,1

1,4
1.1
12
1,0

1.6
1.2
1.2
1,2

Other 1.9 1,8

This mean score represents the average score given on a scale of 'I' to '5', with '1' through '5' being defined as given above.
For a listing of 'other' problems, sce Appendix C3.

acted Businessesssistance Re u're
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Business that indicated some negative impact due to Hurricane

Andrew were queried about the kinds of assistance required

immediately following the storm event. Although over 40 percent of

the respondents indicated that no assistance was needed, many

respondents indicated that debris removal, redevelopment of lost

markets, and loans for lost revenue, capital and inventory were

needed  Table 8!. These needs differed somewhat across subregions.

For example, debris removal, redevelopment of lost markets, loans,

and insurance claims assistance were the most needed forms of



assistance in the Upper Keys subregion. Redevelopment of lost

markets was not only the assistance most needed in the Lower Keys,

but was also more frequently indicated than in the other two

subregions. The same was true concerning loans for the Middle Keys

relative to the other two subregions. Business financial/planning

assistance was also indicated as a need in the Middle and Upper

Keys subregions.

Respondents were also asked about business recovery needs that

continued to exist at the time of survey. The majority of

respondents indicated that no continuing assistance was needed

 Table 9!. However, financial assistance, lost market

redevelopment, business loans, and employee training were indicated

as continuing to be a need as a lingering result of Hurricane

Andrew.
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is stew e ss o Ava a ce

Respondents were asked about their awareness of the available

state and federal disaster assistance programs that existed

following the hurricane. For the Upper and Middle Keys, 60 and 75

percent of the respondents, respectively, indicated they were aware

of such assistance programs being available to businesses damaged

by the storm  Table 10!. However, over 50 percent of the

respondents in the Lower Keys indicated they were unaware of any

such assistance programs. Of those respondents who were aware of

federal and state assistance programs, most elected not to utilize

the services offered.
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P o rams o tac ed and erceived Use ulnessss s

Few survey respondents contacted any of the available relief

programs. Although the majority of the respondents were aware of

the existence of such relief programs, few were either not in need

or unwilling to invest the effort to obtain the various services

offered. Respondents in the Upper and Middle Keys regions more

frequently contacted the various relief programs. Across regions,

however, the percentage of respondents that contacted relief

programs was ten percent or less. The most frequently contacted

assistance programs were the Small Business Administration  SBA!,

FEMA, and Florida Department of Labor  FDL!. However, less than 10

respondents contacted any one of the relief programs in any of the

Keys subregions  Table 11!. Interestingly, at least one respondent

contacted each of the various programs in the Lower Keys.

With the exception of SBA and FDL assistance programs, most
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were judged by respondents to be not very "helpful"  Table 11!.

The mean Likert score for SBA and FDL were 2.9 and 3.0,

respectively, where "1" is "not helpful" and "5" is "extremely

helpful". The mean score of 2.9 for SBA indicates that just about

the same number of respondents judged SBA, for example, to be "not

helpful" as did those who judged the program as being "extremely

helpful". Other than these two programs, respondents  on average!

scored the other programs no higher than 2.0. FEMA scored a 1.7

mean rating.

Table 11. Assistance Programs Sought by Subregion and Perceived Usefulness by Respondents

Q: Frxurt wMch of the foUowing prngraats did you sask assistance? Indicate thc degree to which the sources of assistance vrere
heiphrl.

~U~rl~e Mldigr~Ke S' Qwve~r~e Mean Likert
~r»

Home and Personal Property Disaster Loans  SBA!
Disaster Housing Assistance Program  FEMA!
Emergency Assistance  Rcd Cross!
'Bridge Loan' Program  Fl. Dept. of Conunerce!
Disaster Uncmploymcnt Assistance  FL Dept. of Labor!

2.9
1.7
I.G
1.0
3.0

Tax Assistance/Business Manngcmcnt Programs
Insurance Information
Legal Services
Social Security Assistance
Other  see Appendix C6!

1.0
1.0
2.0
1.0

' Values represent numbers of resportdents contacting the ~nding assistance program or agency.
values represent the mean score of a Likert scale of I to 5, where 'I" represents 'not helpful' and "5" represents "extrcmcly

helpful".

t e ac d

Hurricane Andrew had a significant impact on the sales of

o t

businesses located throughout Monroe County. However, the
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magnitude of these sales losses varies by Keys subregion and market

sector. The following discussion focuses on the findings related



to estimated lost sales for three market sectors by subregion. The

estimates represent sales losses averaged across ~nl those

respondents who provided an actual value  including zero! in their

response. Missing values were excluded. The three market sectors

include:

esidents ca us esses � Monroe County residents and businesses

physically located within the county

ti~~ � non-residents of Monroe County

t- -c t us' sses � businesses physically located outside of

Monroe County

Reductions in expenditures by each of these market sectors can

have differential impacts on the Monroe County economy. For

example, expenditures by tourists and sales to out-of-county

businesses results in "new" dollars entering the Monroe County

economy. These expenditures and sales result in true economic

impact  i.e., sales, jobs, and incomes! as these dollars are

circulated within the local economy. Expenditures by residents, in

general, results in a redistribution of existing dollars. As such,

the economic impact is less. The survey attempted to identify �!

which market sector was effected the most  in terms of lost

revenue! by the storm event, �! the relative importance

 percentage change! of these sales reductions to local businesses,

and �! the length of time required for these markets to recover.

a ke c � Sales losses attributable toses

the Hurricane Andrew varied by market sector and subregion  Table

l2!. Xn terms of market sectors, average sales losses for the
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County were approximately equal for the tourist and resident/local

markets  $29,600 and $26,400, respectively!. Sales loss associated

with out-of-county businesses was substantially less  $10,700! than

Sales losses to es'dents localthe other market sectors.
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losses averaging $37,900 in the Upper Keys, $23,500 in the Middle

Keys, but only $7,600 in the Lower Keys. These sales reductions

would likely be associated with the initial physical damage and

logistical disruptions occurring immediately after the storm event.

Therefore, the magnitude of sales losses across subregions appears

reasonable given where the storm made landfall. ln contrast, sales

losses to ~u~t~ were highest in the Lower Keys subregion, with

sales losses averaging $41,200 in the Lower Keys, $23,400 in the

Middle Keys, and $16,400 in the Upper Keys. A common observation

during questionnaire pretest and discussions with other industry

representatives during the survey design phase of the study was

that tourists perceived there to be more extensive damage to



tourist/recreational facilities throughout Monroe County than

actually existed. Anectdotal observations suggested that tourism

occurences declined considerable as a result. Thus, given the

concentration of the tourist industry in the Lower Keys subregion,

was highest in the Middle Keys subregion, with sales

losses averaging $19,700 in the Middle Keys, $9,700 in the Upper

Keys, and $7,400 in the Lower Keys. This finding was somewhat

unexpected. If out-of-county business can be characterized as

wholesale activity  ~ote: this was not specified in the

questionnaire!, the relatively large out-of-county sales losses for

the Middle Keys subregion may be associated with wholesale

businesses. However, the Middle Keys has the lowest concentration

of wholesale establishments among the three subregions  according

to the PPF data!, although several large wholesale seafood

establishments exist in Marathon. In addition, fewer respondents in

the Middle Keys indicated they were wholesale establishments than

for the other two subregions  Table 5!.

Percenta e Reduct'on in Sales � The percentage reduction in

sales was somewhat consistent by market sector. However, the

largest percentage reductions were experienced by the tourist

sector, followed by residents/local businesses. The out-of-county

sector was impacted the least. Tourist sales forall respondents

were reduced by an average of 34 percent due to the hurricane  as

compared to the same period during a typical year!  Table 13!. The

percentage reduction associated with resident/local business
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and out-of-county businesses was 29 and 24 percent, respectively.

In terms of subregions, the Niddle Keys had the greatest percentage

reductions in sales across all market sectors. Sales to tourists

and residents/local businesses were reduced by 47 and 40 percent,

respectively. These estimated percentage reductions exceeded those

found for either the Upper Keys or Lower Keys � the latter of which

was impacted the least.

arket Sector Re over Period � The average period of time

required for a respondent's lost sales to recovery to what would

have been expected for the same span of time during a typical year

was requested. The findings indicate that of the three market

sectors indentified, the out-of-county market was the fastest to

recover, while the tourist market was slowest in recovering  Table

14!. For all respondents county-wide, the out-of-county market

required 4.3 months to recover. The tourist and resident/local

business markets required 5.9 and 4.9 months, respectively. The
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Middle Keys markets took somewhat longer to recover. For this

subregion, the resident/local business required 6.9 months to

recover, while the tourist market required 7.1 months to recover on

average. In contrast, the resident/local business market required

2.6 months to recover in the Lower Keys, while the tourist and out-

of-county markets required 5.6 and 2.5 months, respectively. Some

respondents indicated that a market, at least at the time of the

survey, had not yet recovered. For example, five respondents in

the Upper Keys indicated that the tourist market had not yet

recovered. Seven respondents from the Lower Keys indicated the

various market sectors still had not fully recovered from the

effects of Hurricane Andrew.
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~summa � The tourist market was hardest by Hurricane Andrew,

in terms of the magnitude of lost sales. The out-of-county

business market sector was least effected. The reductions in sales

to the tourist market also represented the largest percentage

reduction for the three market sectors identified. And, the

tourist market took longer to recover from the effects of Hurricane

Andrew. The resident/local business market experienced greater

lost sales the closer the respondent was to the proximity of the

hurricane's landfall site. The tourist market was characterized

with the opposite relationship. The Middle Keys experienced a

larger percentage reduction in sales across all market sectors and

endured a longer recovery period than the other subregions.

Comolusions and Reoommendatioas

In a geographic sense, Hurricane Andrew only "brushed" the

northernmost region of the Florida Keys. However, the effects of

the storm on businesses were felt from Key Largo to Key West. And

these effects persisted for some time following the hurricane. The

majority of businesses responding to this survey indicated they

experienced some form of negative economic impact due to Hurricane

Andrew. Some of these effects were of minor importance

financially, while others represented substantial economic loss for

the business. Some of the effects persisted for a short period of

time, while others persisted for many months...a few even

persisting to some degree at the time of the survey  over a year

following the hurricane!.
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Xn general, disruption of utilities and communication, reduced

number of customers, and inventory and supply problems were most

troublesome. Problems associated with reduced customers,

inventory, replacing displaced employees, and overhead associated

with the recovery efforts of businesses persisted the longest.

The most pressing needs immediately following the storm

included business loans, lost market development, and financial

planning assistance. Although most respondents were aware of

the existence of relief programs, 40 percent of the respondents did

not. Most did not seek assistance, for whatever reason. Of those

that did seek some form of assistance, most contacted SBA, FEMA,

and FL Dept. of Labor. However, these program were given fairly

lov marks in terms of perceived "usefulness".

Markets for residents/local businesses, tourists, and out-of-

county businesses were all impacted by Hurricane Andrew. However,

tourist markets were hardest hit by the storm and also exhibited

the longest recovery period.

commenda ' s

The distribution and relative magnitude of the negative

effects experienced by businesses as a result of any future

hurricane in Monroe County will obviously be dictated by the

landfall location. A storm that strikes the Lower or Middle

subregion of the Keys may give rise to a different complement of

assistance needs and demands for relief services by businesses.

The findings of this study, however, suggest Monroe County may

learn from the recent "brush" with Hurricane Andrew and anticipate,
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in general, certain types of impacts and assistance needs

concerning businesses throughout Monroe County. For example,

� The effects of a storm making landfall anywhere in the Keys

will be felt in some way throughout the entire region.

Anticipate the needs regarding the loss of utility,

communication and transportation services. Poll various

industries and businesses in the County regarding the

potential ~inc' ~c needs regarding the disruption of these

services.

The number of business owners apparently unaware of the

existence of relief programs is troubling. The County should

initiate, and repeat every year just prior to hurricane

season, a awareness program regarding the various assistance

and relief programs available for businesses in the area.

� Coordinate with SBA and FKMA to provide specific assistance

in market redevelopment, financial assistance, labor sources

 short and long term needs!, capital and operating loan

sources, and insurance claim assistance.

� Recognize the need to accurately communicate the extent of

damage, or lack thereof, that has occurred. The tourist

market is vital to the Keys economy. The "brush" of Hurricane

Andrew had a significant effect. However, some respondents

suggested that a more accurate assessment and communication of

these damages may have reduced market losses and the recovery

period, particularly in terms of reduced numbers of tourists.
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A business relief task force should be established that could

coordinate assistance programs and efforts following a storm event

and address the issues  and many others! addressed above. This

task force should learn from the business needs that occurred in

south Dade County following Hurricane Andrew and be prepared to

meet similar needs in Monroe County. Pre-disaster contacts should

be established with local, state, and federal agencies.

Communication procedures should outlined and a business community

"hotline" developed that could function via phone, radio, etc. The

Beacon Council recommended a similar pre-disaster task force for

Dade County  Southern California Edison Company, 1993!. Planners

for Monroe County should consult closely with this concept and

determine how it may be adapted for Monroe County. The geography

of the Keys may necessitate involvement of communities

organizations throughout the Keys such that the function and

effectiveness of such a task force would not be particularly

vulnerable to a storm making landfall at any location along the

Keys.

This study has attempted to identify the assistance needs that

existed in Monroe County following Hurricane Andrew. The needs

identified, lack of familiarity with assistance programs by some

members of the business community, market vulnerability, and

persistence of economic damages associated with Hurricane Andrew

should help community planners better conceptualize and establish

directives for a county-wide storm recovery program.
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FOOn PRODUCrS

1208 SUPFR'bVUKET
1210 GROCERY
1212 SPFCIALTY MARKET, !iTREET VPNBORS, R!jWEI' FOOD, CANDY, COOKIES, H'C
1214 CONVFPJIENCE STORE
1216 BAKERY, DOUGHNUT
1218 PACKAGE STORE, J.IQUOR 6 BEER
12ZG LRjNGE, NIH-fT CLUB, BAR
12Z4 CAFETERIA, RESTAURANT, JUICE BAR, COFPFS SHOP
1226 FAST 140D RESTAtJRANT, ETC.
1228 MISC FOOD STORFS

BUJLDIN i MATERIAlS, HPBlWARE, GVS&I SUPPLY

123G JZMBER AND VM:R BUJu!ING MATERIALS
1232 PUNBJNG, HEATING, A/C, WATER  XNUITJONING, RFXIRGF3%TUR SERVICE L A/C

SFEVICE
1234 ELECTRICALi LIGHL'ING
1236 PAINT, GI'S, TlLE
1238 fhVDKARE
'l 24 0 NURSERY, LANDSCAPING, GARDE SUP J'LI ES
1244 POOL 8 PAT10 IIJ'JLJTY BUIISJNC6
1Z46 MISC BUILDING MATEl<IALS

MACHINFEY/ EQU184ENT

1334 INDUS'I RIAL MACHINF>Y AND B+IPMENT
1336 03NSTRUCTION MAG]JNERY AND MINING MACHINERY 5 Hg184%1'
1338 MISC MAmINrm a EQUIPMENT

ELEC% ICAL/ FLECTRONlC MA PINERY 8 HP I PMEhK

1340 OFFICE/BUSINESS MACRINFRY 5 F+IJRK!fI'
1342 DATA PROCFSSI14i-GNHTKRS
1344 COPYING MACH INES
1346 MISC ELECTRONIC 4 ELECTRICAL MAQiINERY 5 }QUIPMENT

TRANSPORTAT JON

13 SO AUIQ%BI LES
1352 AVlU PAR'IS t J UNK YARDS 1 TI Rth
1354 MOBI LF. 834KS
1356 SHIPS, BOATS
1 362 MOPOfKYCLFS i B ICYCL% f MOPED RFK ALS i >ARTS
1364 MISC TRNhtSPORATION FQUIB4ENT, MOTOR NNFS, RY'S, BUS, TAXI

MISC RETAIL

1999 MISC RETAIL, SfKLLS, SHFLL CRAI"I'5, BEKB SUPPLIES, AQUARIUMS,

WHOLESALE

APPARI'.J. 5 ACCESSORI FS

2134 MISC APPNU:L 5 ACCESSORIFS, JM U<Y, HANDBA S, WATERS



WHO} J~LK CON '1'

FURNI1URF., FIXT JRES, HRK FUHNISHINGS

2140 I f %1SMOI J} FURN JTURE
214 2 OFFICE FUimlTUJG-;
2144 FMOR COVERING, DRAPERILS, UPHOLD }'FLY
2146 APPI.IANCES
2148 RADIO, TV, N5IC
2150 PART'JTIONS, SHLLVING, OFFICE AND STORE PI!MRS

OTHER ML'I<GSND ISE

Z164 OFFICF. SUPPLY AND ZI'ATJONARY
2168 FLORIST
2186 MISC OTHER MERCHAmJSE

HEAIRHGNE/OM KTICS

2190 DRUGS/PHPRCACHfl'JCALS
2196 COSMETICS, BARBER AND BFAIHY FA+IB6ÃT 5 SUPPLIES

FOOD PINDUCTS

Z210 GROCERY
ZZ12 SPECJAL'1'Y  MEAT POULTRY, FISIi 4 SEAFOOD, PRODUCE!
2218 LIQUOR, BEER
2222 BEVu%GFS
2228 MISC MOD

BUILDJNG MATERIALS AND SUPPLIES, HAKKARE, CiARDEN SUPPLY

2230 UNBER AND VIER BUILDING MATERIALS
2236 PAINTz GLASS r TJ LE
2Z38 HARDKMK
2240 1ANDSCAPING, GARDEN AND NURSEkY
2242 FARM, SEED, FERTILIZER, CiARDEN FFFn
2244 POOL AND PATIO-UTI LlTY BUILDINGS
2246 MISC BUILDING NhTERIALS

MACHINERY

2338 MISC MAG4INERY AND EQUIPMENT

FLBCZRICAL 5 ELECTRONIC MACHINERY AND KPIPMENT/SUPPLIES

Z340 OFFICE/BUSINESS MACHINFB 5 Hgl BCÃI'
2342 DATA PROCESSING CCIPLTl'ERS
Z344 COPYING KM%INES
Z346 MISC MACHINERY, K}UIP, AND SUPPLIES



TMNSPORTATI ON

2350 AUD3438 I LES, TRUCKS
2352 AtJIQ PARTS, JUNK YARDS, TIRES
2354 MOBILE HChgS
2356 SHIPS, MATS
23S8 MARINE PRODUCTS
2362 MVMRCYCLFS, BICYCLES AND PAj<Tb
Z364 MISC TRANSPORTATION EQUIPMIKl', MOTOR RRF5, RV'S, BUS', TAXI

tm KR WHOLESALE

2370 CHEMIGAJB
2374 PH'JNLILM AND PER70LIUM PRODUCI'S, GASOLINF., OIL
2376 MISC VHKR WHOJMiMX

5PPAREL

3130 ClDIHING

FURNITURE 8 FIXIVRE!
3140 HOUSEHOlD FURNITURE
3142 OFFICE FURNIl~

3196 mSNH ICS

FOOD PRODUCTS

3202 MEAT 8 DAIRY
3204 G&t'tED 8 PRESERVFD FRUITS 5 VEGETABLES, JIJICE
3216 EVERY
3218 LIQNR 8 BEER
32ZZ BEVFiNGBS

FKNE, CLAY, GlhSS AND CONCRFTE PRODUClS

3272 CEMENT, KNCRETF., GYPSuM, LIME, .COfbQ.
3276 MISC PRODUCTS-FQKELAJN   PUNBING AND ELECTRICAL SUPPLYj

ELF~ICAL AND ELB'TRONIC

3340 OFFICE/BUSINm MAQiINERY AND EQUI FMENT
3342 INTA PR9uESSING CQPUIT!RS
3344 COPY MACHINFS
3146 APPLIANCES
3148 CXhtCNICATI N EQul FRAT/RADIOS, TV, MUSIC, ELB TSQHIC CQ4KINENI'$
3346 MISC ELECTRIC MAO/INERY, EQUIB4FNT AND SUPPLIES

TRWSPORATMNS

3356 SHIPS, MATS
3358 MARINE SUPPLIES, aT TOPS, COVERS, RODS

O'll 0% MANt JFACIURING

3170 TOBACCO, Cl ARS, CICNRETFS
3999 MISC hVJJUFACTURING



LEAS ING/ REM'AL

G &ZRAL NFRCHANDISE

4112 GENF3NL MFXCHANDISE IUÃI' ALL

APPAREL AND ACCFSSOR IES

4134 MISC APPAREL hND ACZFSSORIES

FU! NITURE AND FIXTUPXS, H ND FURNISHINGS

414 Z OFFICE FUlelltrRL
4146 APPLIlNCES
4148 RADIOS IV i MUSIC e VIDEO RENTALS
4150 PARI'ITIONS, SHELVING, OFFICE AND STORF. FICTURES,

OIHHR MEPXHM! ISE

4160 ELECTRONICS
4180 GVKiV5, MICROFl lA, PHOiQ EQVlPMENT

HEAL'N CARE

4192 HFJRIN i/OPI'ICAL/ORTHOPH! I C
4194 MFA!ICAL/DENTAI.
4198 MISC HMLTH CARE

BUI UHNG MATERIALS

4232 HEATING, A/C, WATER 93NDITIGNING
4244 POOL AND PATIO UTlLlTY BUIIDINGS
4246 MISC BUILDING MATFLJAL

MAGE FINERY AND EQUI INDE

4332 FARMS GRNtF-~ NID GARDFN NMBINFLY 8r Eg/IPMENT
4336 G3NSTRUCI'ION AND MINING BQUIPMFNT 5 MAQIINBRY

ELECl'RICAL AND EIZCTRONIC MACHINERY AND HQUIPMFAI'

4340 OFFICE/BUSINESS MNRlNERY 5 BgUIPMENT
4342 DATA PRESSING, CO4PUI'LM, SATELLIQfI' MSH
4344 COPYING NNZ l NES

TRANSPORTATION

4350 AIJKS 5 TRUCKS
4354 MOBILE H MES
4356 SHIPS, BOATS
4360 AIRCRAFI'
4362 MOYORCYCLES, BICYCJ.ES, GOI> CAl TS
4364 MISC TRANSPORTATION FLAT l%FHl'

011 KR LEASING/RENYAI

4400 IAUNDRY AND Dl Y CLIMING rqUIBmn
4194 MEDICAL AND DENTAL KPIPhKVr
4196 BEAU%' AND BARBER SHOP EQUI FNLNI'





INSURANCE AND RFAL ESTATE

5460 lNS1JRANCF.  X@PAN IPS, INSURANCE BROKERS
5462 RFAJ ESTATE AGENTS, RMLTORS r '1 ITIC ABSfRACT OFFICES, DEVELOPERS,

~ OWNERS ASSOCIA'fl NS, MORJGAGL' BROKF.RS

MISC PROFFSS IONSL SEJ<VI CFS

547D &1GINIMING, ARCHITECIUPAL, SURVEYING, ACQ3UNTING, DRAFTING, BOOKKEEPING,
D~IVE, SF~ITY QJARD, BODY GUARD, BURGUJAR ALPBMS

EDUCATIONAL SERVICE

5480 EDUCATIONAL INSTI WTIONS,  FLORIDA STATUfE 195,012�! . Hxeept
5482 011KR SCJJ mu3 AND HNCATIONAL SERVICE BEAUTY AND BARBER,Q98M, DRIVING,

KARATE

SOCIAL SERVICES

5490 JOB TRAINING, VOCATIQQL REHABILITATE, CHILD DAY CARE, RESIDENTIAL
CARE, B!UCATIONAL GUIQANCE, PERSQNNEL-CONfRACTING SERVICE

AMuSJMNr AND RECREATION

5500 MOTION PICIURK PRC69 TION AND DIS'fRJBUTION, VIDFO 5 THFATRE PORfJUCTION
SS02 BWOLING ALLZYS, BILLIARDS, POOL, DARTS
5504 03+KRCIAL SPORTS, PSOFESSIQQL SPORTS, CLUBS, G',&Ihh<IWS, RACE TEMPS,

AEROBICS, TmtJBLING
5506 KXJRIST ATIRACTIONS, AMUSEMENT PARKS, AJR 701JRS, FISHING GUIDE 8 CHARTER

HOUSE KUPS
5508 MUSLIMS AND ART  WLLERIK

S 5510 MISC AN594BiT AND MKRFATIQN SERVICES, GOLF C URSES, G&lGRY CLUBS,
S YAGl CLUBS, VlDFO CLUBS

hi&eERSHIP ORGANIZATIONS

5520 BUSINESS, PROFESSIONAL, LABOR UNIONS f CIVIC, SOCIAL AND FRATERNAL,
POLITICAL, NON-PROF JT ORCiANIZATIONS

5522 RFLIGIOUS ORGANIZATIONS

Pl JBLI C ADMINISTRATION

5530 GBHFJVJ, OQKRNMlNf, QNNS, POLICE, FIRE, SAFET7, NATIONAL SMJRITY,
PlJBLIC 11BRARY

5" 32 � UPS, U.S, POSTAL SERVICE

CQf%NI CATION
S540 TELEPlKNE AND TELPBRAI%
5542 RADIO,AND TELIVIS J N BROADCAST JNG
5544 PR JNTING AND P1JBLI SHING N&5PAPERS ~ BUTS > MAGAZINFS ~ TYPFSETf ING ~

PJ PTO FNGRAVING, GRAPHICS
5546 OTHER CQ4lUNICAT JOb1 SFRV ICKY

EJ-TCl'RIC,  AS -AND SANITARY SERVICE

5550 r;JZCJ~JC reeER, ELECTRICAL  DNTJNCJUR
5552 GAS PRODU .fION ANu DJSTR1BUTJON, PIPELINE
5553 HfATER SUPPI.Y, SPRINKLER SYST&G
. 556 SAN 1 TAJ<Y SFEVICFS SL'WERACE, RJ:.FUSE, MOSOUJTO CON'1'Rn1,1



Al FHNOI'IVE REPAIR hND SERVICES

5560 AUIO REPAIR GARAGE 5 AUIQ BODY RFPAIR
5562 SERVICE STATION-GASOJJNE
5564 AU7CHO'j'IVE SFRVICES Phl<KING, CAR WASH. TOWING,

PASSENGER T~V+SPORSATION

5'70 BUS LINF., TAXl, AMWLANCJ'�SCHOOL BUS, LIMf3, TERMINAL>

TRUCKING AND WAREHOUSE

5580 TRUCKING " I|OCAL, LONG DISTANCE, MOVING AND JmULING TRASH
5582 PUBJ.IC WARHJOUSE, STORAGE, MINI STORAGE
5584 %HER TRUCKING AND WAI~SING

'I

WATER AND AIR TRANSPORTATION

5590 WATFR TRANSPORTATION hNU SUPPORT SERVICES, ALI. MARlNF. REPAIR, MARINA, YA KT'
BAS INS YACI IT BROXFR j D lVE I NSTRUCT I~JNS > DIVE ~TER

5592 AIRLINES, IjELO  RARTbR, PMNE CHARTER
5594 AI RPORTS AND 'JT.RMINALS

TIVeSVOR'I'ATION SemlCI='S

5610 TRAVEL ARRANGES, 'IT%VI:I, AGNI'

MISC SFRVICE

999 MISC SnÃICE, SAIVAGE, SPAS, SEWER DRAIN CURN!NG, DELIVERY SERVICF.,
SWIMMING POOIS

SPECIAL

AGI<ICUJ.TURAL PRODUCTION CI<OPS/LIVES'IQCK

6702 VI.:GFTABU'S, MELONS, CITRUS, NIJTS
G712 POIJLTRY AND EGG

AGIN ICIJJ.TURAL SERVICE

67ZZ VETERUBARY SERVICE
6724 PTHER ANlMAL SFRVICES, BRELT>ING, BOARUlNG, TRAIMlNG
6726 LAND SCAPING AND LAWN AND GARDFN SERVICFS

FISHING, HUNTING 8 VRAPPlNG

6740 GONMFRCIAL I'lSHI NG

MINING AND QUARRYING

CRUSHED AND RROKLN STYMIE
6762 SAND AND GRAVEL



ccjNsTRUCrIcjN

6770
6772
6774

SPECIAL TRhDE  :OfMBC10RS

6780
0782
6784

6786
6788
6790

6792
6794

6796

6800
6802
6804
680G
6808
6810
6812
6814
6816
6818
6820
6822
6824
6826
6830
6832
6999

GENERAL BUILDING CONTRAC19RS
H I CLAY AND S'IVJM CONS'L'RUE'IC5
HFAVY CONSTRUE'JGN

PLUMBING
PAINTING, PAPE meGING, DECORATING
EIXCTRI CAl. WORK
MASONRY, STUNE WORK, TILE SFTTING, Pli6TB<lNG
CARPFTING AND FIOORING
ROOFING AND S11EH' &KRAAL
CQNCPZK WORK
WATER WELL DRILLING
MISC SPKIAL TRADI! CON'1'RACTOBS

S INGLL I'AMI LY RENTAL
Dt JPLEX
TRIPLEX
QUADRI PLEX
93NDO
APARlI+2V 10 or less units
APARIMENT Moro than 10 units
HOKLPKXI'P.L
RHYMING AND BOARDING HOUSE
CAMPS
BUILDING RURAL
BUILDING ON LEASED LAND
FETING STRUCFNK � RESIDENTIAL
FIDATING STRUCTURE � NON IMIDF&f IAL
MOBILE HCMP,
KSI LE KM; Al l'A&MFIAS
MISC SPEICAL MR@!RATIONS ONLY
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Monroe County Hurricane Andrew Business Damage/Recovery Assessment Survey

1. Was your business located in Monroe County prior to and during Hurrieaae Andrew. Yes   ! No   !
If "No", please skip to question 10 and fiaish the questionnaire.

NEGATIVE IMPACT YOUR BUSiNESS EXPERIENCED

2. Did Hurricane Andrew have a "aegative" impact on your business? Yes   ! No   !
If "No", please skip to questioa 10 and finish the questionnaire.

3. Please consider the followiag impacts your business may have experienced as a result of the hurricane.
Thea, indicate with an "X" the degree to which each item was a problem to your business.

Major
P~rblem

No

~rglrm

3 41 2

 !  !
 !  !
 !  !
 !  !

  !
  !
  !
  !

 !  !
 !  !
 !  !
 !  !

' Structural damage to business facility
' Inventory damage/loss
' Reduction of ability to acquire new inventory
' Disruption of utilities services  water, electricity,

sewage, refuse!
' Disruption of communication  telephone, fax, etc.!
~ Employee resignations/relocations
' Overhead associated with hurricane

 i.e. filing insurance daims, worker's
compensation, or unemployment;
rehiring/retraining, etc.!

' Reduction in numbers of customers
~ Inability to attract required labor/loss of

local labor pool
' inability to transport product due. to reduced

airline service, truckiag services, etc.
' Availability of staple supphes
' Security
' Other

 !  !  !
 !  !  !
 !  !  !

 !  !
 !  !
 !  !

 !  !  !  !  !
 !  !  !  !  !

 !  !  !  !  !

 !  !  !  !  !
 !  !  !  !  !
 !  !  !  !  !

This brief questionnaire is intended to identify the ~nytivi; impacts of Hurricane Andrew on your
business and to what extent these negative impacts persisted followiag the hurricane, Your responses will be
used to develop a hurricane recovery strategy for Mom oe County businesses. Your participation iu this survey
will assist businesses such as yours, as weil as ail Monroe County residents.

Completion of the questionnaire will require only about 10 miautes, Where actual dollar estimates or
percentages are requested, please use your best judgement, When considering your responses to the following
questions, please ~ include auy of the impacts due to the March 1993 "No Name Storm . 'IIIe following
questioas refer to your IrimarrI business establishment location. IC you have more than oae type of business
aad/or business location, please consider only iliig of these throughout your respoases to the following
questions.



4. Indicate with an "X' the approximate total length of time after the hurricane each of the following impacts
persisted.

n h F llowin h Hurricane

4Q ~ ~ill
~Prcjiis

Structural damage to business faciTity
~ Inventory damage/loss
~ Reduction of ability to acquire new inventory

Disruption of utiTities services  water, electricity,
sewage, refuse!

Disruption of communication  telephone, fax, etc.!
' Employee resignations/relocations
~ Overhead associated with hurricane

 i.e. filing insurance claims, worker's
compensation, or unemployment;
rehiring/retraining, etc.!

' Reduction in numbers of customers
' Inability to attract required labor/loss of

local labor pool
' Inability to transport product due to reduced

airline service, trucking services, etc.
' Availability of staple supplies
' Security
' Other

 !  !  !  !  !
 !  !  !  !  !
 !  !  !  !  !
 !  !  !  !  !

 !  !  !  !  !
 !  !  !  !  !
 !  !  !  !  !

 !  !  !  !  !
 !  !  !  !  !

 !  !  !  !

 !  !  !  !  !
 !  !  !  !  !
 !  !  !  !  !

RECOVERY ASSISTANCE YOUR IIUSI NESS REQUIRED

S. Indicate what kind of assistance your business required immediately  within the tlrst month! following the
hurricane?  mark with an "X" as many «s apply!

  ! insurance clauns preparation assistance
  ! employee training/counseling
  ! financial assistance/planning
  ! other
  ! no assistance needed

  ! debris removal
  ! re-development of lost markets
  ! loans for lost revenue, capital, inventory, etc
  ! legal counseling
  ! building code/environmental regulations

  ! insurance claims preparation assistance
  ! employee training/counseling
  ! financial assistance/planning
  ! other
  ! no assistance needed

  ! debris removal
  ! re-development of lost markets
  ! loans for lost revenue, capital, inventory, etc.
  ! legal counseling
  ! building code/environmental regulations

6. Indicate what kind of assistance your business continues to need as a result of the hurricane.  mark with
an "X" as many as apply!



7. Were you aware of any federal, state, or local busiaess-related assistance programs available to your
business followiag the hurricane? Yes   ! No !

S. Did you seek assistance from any of these programs? Yes   ! No   !

If "Yes", from which of the following programs did you seek assistance? Mark with aa 'X" each oae you
contacted. 'IItea, indicate the degree to which these sources of assistance were helpful.  select as many as
apply!

Extremely
gggifiii

Not

~lifLLIMark here

if contacted

I 1
  ! Home and Personal Property Disaster Loans  SBA!   !
  ! Disaster Housing Assis, Program  FEMA!  !
  ! Emergency Assistance  Red Cross!  !
  ! "Bridge Loan" Program  F1. Dept. of Commerce!   !
  ! Disaster Unemployment Assis.  Fl. Dept. Labor!   !

3 4 5

 !  !  !  !  !
 !  !  !  !  !
 !  !  !  !  !
 !  !  !  !  !
 !  !  !  !  !

LOST SALES AND THE CUSTOMER GROUPS IMPACTED

The foHowing question refers to any business sales  ~ physical damage! lost during the 12 mouths
foHowing Hurricane Andrew   the storm made laadfaH 24 August 92! that you attribute directly to the hurricane.
Please use your judgement to gt~im g the values requested. NOTE the three groups of customers listed below:
residents/local businesses  Monroe County residents and businesses!, tourists, aad "out-of-county" businesses
 located out of Monroe County!. Consider only those customer groups which apply to your business.

9. This question has three parts.
~ Firr, please quickly gti~im for each of the three groups of customers  in section A below! the reduction

in total gross sales  in do~! your business experienced as a result of the hurricane.
~ $~n, quickly g~im g  ia section "B" below! for each customer group what percentage the indicated

reduction ia sales represents of that expected for the same period during a typical year.
~ ~i iadlcate  in section "C" below! how many months were required for the sales to each customer

group to recover to a level that would have been expected for the same period during a typical year.

B

Percentage Reduction
C

Approximate
A

Sales Reductions

Residents/local businesses S

Tourists

Out-of-County businesses $

  ! Tax Assistance/Business Management Programs
  ! Insurance Information
  ! Legal Services
  ! Social Security Assistance
  ! Other

 !
 !
 !
 !
 !

 !  !  !
 !  !  !
 !  !  !
 !  !  !
 !  !  !

months

months

months



BRIEFLY DESCRIBING YOUR BUSINESS

The findings of this survey will be summarized by type of business and location in Monroe County  i.e.,
upper, rniddle, and lower Keys!. Therefore, the following information wi!l be very useful. Again, the following
questions pertain to that specific business establishment and location considered in your answers to the previous
questions.

10. Please indicate which of the following categories ~s describes your business?  Please mark tLnni~n with
NXN!

11. What is the zip code t'or the location of the business considered in the above responses?

12. How many people  full and part-time combined! does this particular establishment employ annually?

  ! 16-50   ! 51-100   ! 101-200   ! over 200

13. Please indicate this particular establishment's annual gross sales prior to the hurricane:

  ! under $50,000   ! $50,000-99,999   ! $100,000-299,999   ! $300,000-499,999
  ! $500,000-999,999   ! $1,000,000-4,999,999   ! $5,000,000-9,999,999   ! $10,000,000-over

THANK YOU FOR COMPLETING THIS QUESTIONNAIRE!

 Please fold completed questionnaire and place in the provided postage-paid return envelope. Please mail
immediately!!

  ! Amusement/Recreation
  ! Eating/Drinking Establishment
  ! Government Related
  ! Health Service
  ! Leasing/Rental
  ! Motel/Hotel
  ! Private Association/Club
  ! Transportation

  ! Commercial Fishing
  ! Dock, Yacht Basin, Marina
  ! Grocery
  ! Insurance/Real Estate
  ! Legal Service
  ! Non-medical Professional
  ! Repair
  ! Wholesale Trade

  ! Construction/Contractor
  ! Education
  ! Guide/Charter Service
  ! Landscaping
  ! Manufacturing
  ! Personal/Business Services
  ! Retail Trade



UNIVERSITY OF

FLORIDA Cooperative Extension Service
Institute of Food and Agricultural Sciences

OUNTY o MONROE
KEY wEsT FLORIDA 33040

 XS! 294~1

BOARD OF COUNTY COMlyllSSIONERS

Dear Monroe County Business Owner/Manager:

The Monroe County Board of County Cornrnissioners is interested in learning of the impacts
experienced by local businesses in the aftermath of Hurricane Andrew. We know that some
businesses suffered both short and long term negative effects. We need to develop an overall summary
of the various impacts to give us an opportunity to implement an improved recovery plan for similar
future catastrophes.

The County has obtained a grant from the Economic Development Administration to conduct
a mail survey of County businesses to help us improve our recovery plans. You are one of a small
sample of businesses chosen randomly to participate in this survey. Since your responses will also
represent other businesses in your sector of the economy, who were not selected to participate, it is
important that the enclosed questionnaire be completed and returned to us as soon as possible. This
is a good opportunity for you to help your County government better protect your business and
livelihood. Your participation is needed and is greatly appreciated.

All answers to the completed questionnaires will be treated as confidential and will be
summarized by groups of businesses before presentation to government officials outside the University
of Rorida or to the public. No one except the researchers and yourself will know you were selected
for this study.

If you have any questions about this survey, please feel free to call the County Extension
Service at one of the phone numbers shown below. Please note that no postage is necessary on your
part. Just put your completed questionnaire in the enclosed postage paid envelope and drop it in the
mail. Again, we ask that you please return the completed questionnaire as soon as possible.

Thank you again for your help and cooperation. Your participation is greatly appreciated.

1 r." r' ' 4 a~
Douglas Grego

The Inabtute Of FOOd and Agnrultural Saeneea iS an Equal EmplOyment Opportunity � Affirmative ACbnn Employer authbrieed to provide reaeareh, eduCaaOnal
mfonmbon and other services only to individuals and mstitubons that hmcbon without ~ to race, color. eex, age, hancUcap or national origin

cooPERATIYE ExTENsloN woRK IN AGRIcULTURE, HOME EcoNOMIcs, sTATE oF FLoRIDA, IFAS, UNPtrHLSTYY oF FLoRIDA,
US. DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE, AND SOARDS OF COUNTY COMMISSIONERS COOPERATING.

/~
James Roberts
Monroe County Administrator

MAYOR, Jack London, District 2
Mayor Pro Tem, A Earl Cheal, District 4
Withetmtna Harvey, Dtstnct 1
Shirley Freeman, District 3
Mary Kay Reich, District 5

Director, County Exte s on Service
Telephone Numbers:
Monroe County Extension Service
Lower Keys: 292-4501
Middle Keys: 743-0079, ext. 4501
Upper Keys: 852-1469, ext. 4501



UNIVERSITY OF

FLORIDA Cooperative Extension Service
Institute of Food and Agricultural Sciences

OUNTY 0 MONROE
KEY WEST FLORIDA 33040

�05! 294~1

BOARD OF COUNTY COMMISSIONERS
MAYOR, Jack London, Distnct 2
Mayor Pro Tem, A Earl Cheal, District 4
Wiihelmina Harvey, District i
Shirley Freeman, District 3
Mary Key Reich, District 5

REPLY TO:

Dear Monroe County Business Owner/Manager:

We are writing you concerning the questionnaire we sent to you two weeks ago asking about
the negative impacts of Hurricane Andrew on your business. We have not yet received your
completed questionnaire. If you have already completed and mailed back the questionnaire, we would
like to take this opportunity to thank you for your help and cooperation.

Because your views are so important to us, we are sending you a replacement questionnaire
in case the original one was misplaced. AII answers to the completed questionnaires wilt be treated
as confidential and will be summarized by groups of businesses before presentation to government
officials outside the University of Florida or to the public. No one except the researchers and yourself
will know you were selected for this study.

If you have any questions about this survey, please feel free to call the County Extension
Service at one of the phone numbers shown below. Please note that no postage is necessary on your
part. Just put your completed questionnaire in the enclosed postage paid envelope and drop it in the
mail. We ask that you please return the completed questionnaire n i I .

Thank you again for your help and cooperation. Your participation is greatly appreciated.

Sincerely,

Douglas Gregory
Director, County Extension Service
Telephone Numbers:
Monroe County Extension Service
Lower Keys: 292-4501
Middle Keys: 743-0079, ext. 4501
Upper Keys: 852-1469, ext. 4501

James Roberts
Monroe County Administrator

We understand how busy you are, particularly this time of year, but we greatly need your
assistance. This is your chance to help your County government better prepare a hurricane recovery
plan that could mean the survival of your business. The usefulness of our results depends on how
accurately we are able to describe the Hurricane's impact on the various sectors of our economy. So
please fill out the questionnaire if ou have not alread done so and return it to us today so we can
begin compiling the results.
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Appendix C. 1 � "Other" Responses to Question 10

1. Pet Groomng
2. Skin care for the Pier House
3. Aquaculture Farm
4. Laundry Mat
5. Beauty Salon
6. Chamber of Commerce
7. Pet Sitting
8. Designer
9. Marine Related Services
10. Sign Shop
11. Ladies Clothing
11. Upholstery
12. Hairdresser

13. Hair Salon
14. Swimming Pool Maintenance
15. Cleaning
16. Party Boat Fishing
17. Professional - Medical
18. Massage Therapy
19. Funeral Homes

20. Hair Stybng
21. Veterinarian
22. Lawn Care

23. Publishing
24. Beauty Shop
25. Mobile Vaccination Service
26. Sign Shop
27. Launderrnat

28. Jewelry
29. Wholesale k, Retail
30. Printing Graphics Copy Services
31. Dry Cleaner
32. Lawn Maintenance
33. Silkscreen Printer
34. Publishing
35. Animal Breeder
36. Clothing
37. All Handmade Items
38. Coin Laundry
39. Interior Desig~xurating
40. Dance - Acrobatics
41. Research
42. Retail k wholesale sale of' seafood
43. Hairdresser
44. Veterinary Medical Office



45. Funeral Horne
46. Maid Service
47. Hair Salon
48. Museum

49. Advertising
50. Store

51. Coin Laundry
52. Publishing
53. Media/Video Production
54. Beauty Salon
55. Barber Shop
56. Beauty Shop
57. Mail Order
58. Trap Building
59. Shopping Center
60. Shopping Center
61. Lawn Maintenance

62. Shrimp Farm
63. Apartment Rental
64. Generator

65. Dry Cleaners
66. Beauty Salon
67. Maintenance/Repair/janitorial
68. Real Estate Advertising
69. Veterinary
70. Engraving - Trophies
71. Veterinary
72. Sign Shop
73. Barber Shop
74. Veterinary

Q. 10  Continued!



Appendix C.2 � "Other" Responses to Question 3

Q. 3

l. 50% work force lined in South Miami. Trouble concentrating on work with other problems
2 Tourism was way down. No air conditioning - hard on computers.
3. Loss of business - Everybody up north thought the Keys were wiped out when we were open

for business. Thanks to the media.
4. Loss of income due to lack of tourism due to belief Keys were destroyed due to poor media

broakmts.
5. Gear  Traps!
6. Insurance rate increase
7. Loss of business  customers!
8. News media misinformation.
9. Loss of customer tourist!
10. Burglar alarm systems
11. Many people we worked with - painters, wall paper hangers, upholsters, lost their homes

and left the area.

12. Extra week - unbillable
13. Inability to recover accounts receivable  funds! from clients in Homestead, FL
14. Get us the Hell away from a tourist only economy. It is stupid to go on killing our

commercial fishing industry. They go on working & producing until the wind starts blowing.
The tourist come and leave weeks before the storm arrives.

15. Could not get ice for commercial vessel to make trip.
16. No business
17. Loss of income & increased accounts receivable



Appendix C.3 � "Other" Responses to Question 4

1. Workforce - South Miami residents
2. Tourism

3. Lack of tourism income
4. Gear  Traps!
5. Mental State
6. Dive Resort  Scuba Diving!
7. Clothing, sportswear
8. Insurance rate increase
9. Customers left area
10. Number of fish down
11. Lack of fish/lobster
12. Much higher material cost
13. Reclaim/fix landscaping
14. No time - No impacts
15. Inability to recover accounts receivable  funds! from clients in Hoinestead, FL
16. Rebuild fishing gear
17. Barber Shop
18. Janitorial
19. No customers - Insurance Agents took all hotel rooms; left very few for tourist.
20. Loss of income k. increase accounts receivable



Appendix C. 4 � "Other" Responses to Question 5

Q. 5

l. Employee financial assistance
2. Ads for tourism
3. Could not bring lobster back
4. Security
5. Lost boss

6. Extra labor

7. Change in pmduct sold - different needs now required in clothing
8. Customers

9. Time
10. Government Sham, there was no real money available. Just Bull Shit.
11. Utility Electric
12. No assistance from FEMA
13. Loss of income

14. Loss of income
15. Will never pay - act of God
l6. We had a major hurricane recovery fund set aside in our bank account.
17. Lives off credit cards if necessary
18. Loaned personal $ to keep store open



Appendix C.5 � "Other" Responses to Question 6

Q. 6
1. More Workers

2. Lower income figures for license renewal
3. Insurance Increases

4. Lost boss

5. Customers

7. Get 80% of the government the hell out of here and we will do ok on our own.
8. Insurance will never pay - act of God. Paid Business Interruption Insurance for 14 years.

Paid us nothing due to down power lines.
9. Paying back loans



1. The SBA is a joke
2. Too involved

Appendix C.6 � "Other" Responses to Question 8

Q:8



AppenCix D

 Due to the volume of Cata, these frequency tables
are available only upon special request from the author!


